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Priest's tower and continue on. There is a hidden room just past the stairs. Go inside the room and you will see a green chest. It
contains potions. Secret level 2: Go to the Black Tower and kill Black Priest. Go inside Black Priest's tower and continue on.

There is a hidden room just past the stairs. Go inside the room and you will see a green chest. It contains a hat and green hat for
Kuzu. Secret level 3: Go to the Black Tower and kill Black Priest. Go inside Black Priest's tower and continue on. There is a

hidden room just past the stairs. Go inside the room and you will see a green chest. It contains a black chest and a potion. Secret
level 4: Go to the Black Tower and kill Black Priest. Go inside Black Priest's tower and continue on. There is a hidden room just
past the stairs. Go inside the room and you will see a green chest. It contains a green chest and a potion. Secret level 5: Go to the

Black Tower and kill Black Priest. Go inside Black Priest's tower and continue on. There is a hidden room just past the stairs.
Go inside the room and you will see a green chest. It contains a green chest and a potion. Secret level 6: Go to the Black Tower
and kill Black Priest. Go inside Black Priest's tower and continue on. There is a hidden room just past the stairs. Go inside the

room and you will see a green chest. It contains a green chest and a potion. Secret level 7: Go to the Black Tower and kill Black
Priest. Go inside Black Priest's tower and continue on. There is a hidden room just past the stairs. Go inside the room and you
will see a green chest. It contains a green chest and a potion. Secret level 8: Go to the Black Tower and kill Black Priest. Go

inside Black Priest's tower and continue on. There is a hidden room just past the stairs. Go inside the room and you will see a
green chest. It contains a red chest and a potion. Secret level 9: Go to the Black Tower 520fdb1ae7
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